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Overview

1. Vaccination Updates
2. Pitt Masking Policy
3. Building Access / ATO
4. Student Return Data
5. Staff Asymptomatic Testing
6. Survey Responses
Vaccination Plan

• Pitt’s Vaccine Distribution

• Pitt’s Support of Allegheny County Health Department (ACHD) vaccine clinics

• Vaccination impact of health and safety guidelines
Vaccination Plan

https://www.coronavirus.pitt.edu/healthy-community/vaccine-survey-qa
Masking Guidance

Health Care Advisory Group (HCAG):

No changes to Pitt’s masking guidance at present time
Building Access / ATO

- Pittsburgh Campus
  - Swipe card readers have enhanced signal

- Regional Campuses
  - Will now collect conformance data
Staff Asymptomatic Testing

- 27 Pitt employees enrolled to date
- 16 Pitt employee samples arrived at Quest
- 15 samples processed and reported
- Number of samples positive = 1
Self Check App

No longer required for employees as University-wide Health Standard prior to on-campus work

• Schools/departments permitted to still require App for on-campus work

• Employees now required to complete if placed in isolation or quarantine
January Ambassador Survey

• 75% response rate

• 52% of Ambassadors working from home
  • 96% reporting faculty and staff still primarily working from home
Questions or Concerns?

EH&S Contact Information:
safety@ehs.pitt.edu
412-624-9505

Thank You!